Thereafter, I assemble a research scaffold responsive to input along lines Baluška and Mancuso discuss where: "biological systems actively experience environment, both abiotic and biotic, and... memorize... the obtained information in... embodied knowledge."[@cit0004] Sense-making, as in bacterial intelligence is then posited as capable of impacting generative design via plant and cellular organisms.

I do not contend that metabolic architectural intelligence will be like human cognition. Rather, I suggest that biological research involving sense-making bacteria, plants, synthetic biology, and algorithmic life define approaches that generative architecture should view for categorizing and sourcing new forms of life deployable as ecologically bioremediating, architecture-to-environment interfaces. I call the research protocol *autopoietic-extended design,* theorizing it as a design methodology bridging generative, bioresponsive architecture, technology, and plant science.

Hybridizing Autopoiesis + Extended Cognition {#s0002}
============================================

This is not a pure application of biological autopoiesis. It is a hybridized expression taking into account theoretical drift[@cit0064] and adaptation experienced by Humberto Maturana and Francisco Varela\'s 1980[@cit0041] publication *Autopoiesis and Cognition.*[@cit0024] My intention is to shape an autopoietic protocol based in biology and computation that brings to architectural research and experimentation core definitions of the physical and phenomenological properties required for living systems. In this pursuit, research investigating plant intelligence is significant for theory questioning types of intelligence in a context where botanic and single-cellular intelligences may be deployed to building and material performance. I outline this Autopoietic-Extended Design quest where: Extension denotes multi-directional communication between organisms, matter, and force resolved in fields of agency, perception, cognition, and environment.Nature is viewed as biologically/phenomenologically continuous (nondualistic) and autopoietic.Animal architectures (including human) are classified as extended phenotypes.The workings of cognition and environment unite, bonded by the theory of extended cognition to enable metabolic design visualization as inseparable from nature.

I situate autopoiesis in an educational scaffolding serving research in bioarchitecture directed through nature/biology/technology. The scaffold supports criteria, protocols, and methods for detecting and defining life and cognition via autopoietic precepts. To give Maturana and Varela\'s theory extension --- reach --- into the physical world, I pair it with a collaborator host. The resulting scaffolding/protocol helps users hypothesize and communicate sets of requirements, procedures, and relationships. Consequently, it aids observing phenomenological/biochemical intelligence relevant to sense-making (cellular intelligence) and bioremedial architectural tasks.

The designation of a particular order of extended cognition is based on its theorist\'s inclusion of unique animate, extended phenotypic, and object communication capable of factoring in cognition, non-human sense-making, design/construction, and environment. The theorist, cognitive scientist/philosopher Andy Clark explained to *The New York Times*: "It is possible that sometimes at least, some of the activity that enables us to be the thinking, knowing, agents that we are occurs outside the brain\.... Minds like ours are the products not of neural processing alone but of the complex and iterated interplay between brains, bodies, and the many designer environments in which we increasingly live and work.[@cit0015]"

In 2008s *Supersizing the Mind: Embodiment, Action, and Cognitive Extension*, Clark wrote: "It matters that we recognize the very large extent to which individual human thought and reason are not activities that occur solely in the brain... it drives home the degree to which environmental engineering is also self-engineering. In building our physical and social worlds, we build (or rather, we massively reconfigure) our minds and our capacities of thought and reason.[@cit0014]"

Autopoiesis is more problematic to encapsulate than extended cognition because of its evolved and evolving ontology, its various adaptations, and its wide-scope scholarly interpretations. I position it here in the following 5 linked quotations: "\[Autopoiesis is\] a singularity among self-organizing concepts... provid\[ing\] the decisive entry point into the origin of individuality and identity... connecting... into the phenomenological realm.[@cit0068]"

This positioning is premised on theoretical adaptability where: "... autopoietic theory moves from being \[solely\] a theory of (all) the living to being a moment that allows us to grasp the phenomena of life and mind."[@cit0026]"

More broadly documented: "*Autopoiesis* (from Greek α*ὐ*τ*o- (auto-)*, meaning "self," and πo*ί*ησι*ς (poiesis)*, meaning "creation, production") literally means "self-creation" and expresses a fundamental dialectic among structure, mechanism, and function. The term was introduced in 1972 by Chilean biologists Humberto Maturana and Francisco Varela.[@cit0069]"

In *Life in Mind*, Evan Thompson[@cit0049] gave the theory greater precision while maintaining original traits: "Autopoietic systems form a subset of *self-organizing* systems... interact\[ing\] with each other in non-linear ways to produce the emergence and maintenance of \[their\] structured global order.... \[where\] constituent processes *"(i) recursively depend on each other for their generation and their realization as a network, (ii) constitute the system as a unity in whatever domain they exist, and (iii) determine a domain of possible interactions with the environment."*[@cit0055]"

From Thompson I turn to Randall D. Beer because he, like Ezequiel Di Paolo,[@cit0024] recognized that autopoiesis must not only evolve, but must accommodate adaptations, including algorithmic programming, to be relevant in biodigital and phenomenological environments. Beer\'s paper, "Autopoiesis and Cognition in the Game of Life" begins: "Autopoiesis is a network of component-producing processes with the property that the interactions between the components generate the very same network of processes that produce them, as well as constituting it as a distinct entity in the space in which it exists. The paradigmatic example of autopoiesis is a cell, in which the components are molecules, the interactions are chemical reactions and the cell membrane serves as a physical boundary that spatially localizes these reactions into an entity (or "unity") distinguishable from its environment.... Maturana and Varela offer a view of life as a specific organization of physical processes that has as its principal product the maintenance of its own organization.[@cit0007]"

My analysis postulates an autopoietic presence in architectural learning and research --- predominantly digital and biogenerative --- mediated by science, computation, and technology and sourced in nature. I conclude that such a role, instantiated by researchers and designers as thinking agents, is inseparable from the "reality of the external world, \[and is\] hence part of nature," to use Weber and Varela\'s[@cit0068] construction of humans vis-à-vis nature. Georges Canguilhem came to a similar conclusion supported by Descartes: "\[W\]e arrive at the point where the machine is seen as a *fact of culture*, expressed in mechanisms that are themselves nothing more than an *explainable fact of nature*. In a celebrated text in "Principles of Philosophy," Descartes writes, "It is certain that all the rules of mechanics belong to physics, *to the extent that all artificial things are thereby natural*\..." \[T\]hey are thus the direct or indirect products of a technical activity that is as authentically organic as the flowering of trees.[@cit0011]"

By having a theoretic account of life/cognition in autopoiesis, developments in fields such as synthetic biology[@cit0066] and plant neurobiology[@cit0004] may be interrelated, sometimes revealing "hidden potentialities that remained unexpressed in the theory of autopoiesis: the possibility of adaptive autopoiesis."[@cit0026] So too, "hidden potentialities" wait in plant signaling and living technology[@cit0005] conceivably applicable to autopoiesis. *Artificial Life*\'s characterization of living technology, in such a case, is: "... based on the powerful core features of life... explained and illustrated with examples from artificial life software, reconfigurable and evolvable hardware, autonomously self-reproducing robots, chemical protocells, and hybrid electronic-chemical systems.[@cit0005]"

Those features, along with existing technological and computational systems --- AI and Alife (AL) simulations, for example --- contribute cultural and scientific data able to inflect autopoietic logic and rule-sets for plotting: Can buildings think?

Evolving Turing\'s "Can machines think?" {#s0003}
========================================

The seemingly banal question, Can buildings think? riffs Alan Turing\'s 1950 "Can machines think?"[@cit0058] framing his pursuit of machine intelligence (AI),[@cit0058] biochemical symmetry-breaking,[@cit0059] and botanic and embryonic simulation.[@cit0029] Yet, before impacting generative architecture, Turing\'s inquests enabled Chomsky\'s[@cit0012] generative grammars and subsequently, Turing\'s equations and Chomsky\'s theory contributed to Lindenmayer\'s[@cit0029] L-systems[@cit0023] for coding digital organisms. Here, I venture that organic and digital: "Organisms are a wave of matter and energy, they are bound by the laws of physics but not fully determined by them as their destiny is not attached to any particular material configuration but they ride from one configuration to another.[@cit0027]"

In this lineage, aligning Maturana and Varela with Turing may be defended when Turing\'s botanic drawings,[@cit0028] reaction-diffusion calculations,[@cit0049] and Richards\'s[@cit0051] embryological (diatom) simulations are seen as ancestry for Maturana, Varela, and Uribe\'s cellular automata (CA).[@cit0025] Their CA prototype was programmed after Conway\'s *Game of Life*[@cit0008]*^,^*[@cit0031] to demonstrate digital autopoiesis in a rule-based, computational environment.[@cit0062] In each, we encounter relevant overlap: theoretical biology-to-autopoietic AL from Maturana, Varela, and Uribe --- and observation of flowers/fircones for drawings, calculations, and simulations from Turing.[@cit0028]

Turing\'s biocomputational plant and embryological research,[@cit0053] what he called Morphogenesis,[@cit0059] is frequently overshadowed by his universal machine,[@cit0057] his WWII role at Bletchley Park deciphering Enigma,[@cit0018] and the Turing Test.[@cit0058] Therefore it may be helpful to note that from the late 1940s to his death in 1954 he concentrated on biological input for algorithmic formulation.[@cit0028] John Reinitz wrote in *Nature* that the importance of Turing\'s revolutionary paper, "The Chemical Basis of Morphogenesis" (1952) is: "... difficult to overstate. It was a transition point form the era of analytical mathematics to that of computational mathematics.... Turing\'s paper contains the first computer simulation of \[plant and animal\] pattern formation... and is possibly the first openly published case of computational experimentation.[@cit0050]"

Nobel Prize laureate, Sidney Brenner came to a similar conclusion: ""The Chemical Basis of Morphogenesis" explored the hypothesis that patterns are generated in plants and animals by "chemical substances called morphogens, reacting together and diffusing through a tissue." Using differential equations Turing set out how instabilities in a homogeneous medium could produce wave patterns that might account for the processes such as the segregation of tissue types in the developing embryo.[@cit0010]"

Computational life/intelligence as sparked in programming and scripting, in conjunction with observational tactics like those Turing used to draw and calculate plants and nature, here anchors the specialized origin point I assign to biogenerative architecture.[@cit0028]^,^[@cit0057] That origin is mapped through autopoietic-extended design. Its parameters establish the route for a biology-driven, computationally coded, and metabolically expressed architectural lineage.[@cit0050] Maturana and Varela\'s[@cit0041] theory now critically articulates a means for projecting future-possible metabolic/intelligent objects and buildings[@cit0024] consistent with that lineage.

This ancestry, understood in the context of cognition-to-environment[@cit0013] generation, underwrites architects\' contemplating design sense-making for autonomous[@cit0022]^a^ buildings. Di Paolo writes, "sense-making is the engagement of a cognitive system with its world in terms of significance or value."[@cit0026] Elsewhere, he contends, "sense-making of living systems... \[I\]s meaningful in terms of its consequences for the conservation of a way of life. In the living system this is ultimately the conservation of its autopoietic organization, its own survival and viability."[@cit0027] For plants, and I think for future buildings, we may ask "Do capabilities such as intelligence, pain perception, learning, and memory require the existence of a brain.. ?"[@cit0048] Hereafter, although Maturana and Varela provided no formulation for constructing intelligent life (beyond their CA.[@cit0062] See also McMulling and Varela\'s 1997 recreation[@cit0044]), they offered repeated encouragement for its meta-conceptualization: "Machines are generally viewed as human made artifacts with completely known deterministic properties which make them, at least conceptually, perfectly predictable. Contrariwise, living systems are a priori frequently viewed as autonomous, ultimately unpredictable systems, with purposeful behavior similar to ours. If living systems were machines, they could be made by man and, according to the view mentioned above, it seems unbelievable that man could manufacture a living system. This view can be easily disqualified, because it either implies the belief that living systems cannot be understood because they are too complex for our meager intellect and will remain so, or that the principles which generate them are intrinsically unknowable; either implication would have to be accepted a priori without proper demonstration.[@cit0041]"

Population-Based Adaptation and BioDigital Models {#s0004}
=================================================

Eighteen years after Maturana and Varela\'s above text, Christopher Langton discussed the animation of machines. I find his AI/AL focus compatible with autopoieitc-extended design through his account of ground-up self-organization: "... *living organism are nothing more than complex biochemical machines*. However, they are different from the machines of our everyday experience. A living organism is *not* a single, complicated biochemical machine. Rather it must be viewed as a large *population* of relatively simple machines. The complexity of its behavior is due to the highly nonlinear nature of the interactions between all of the members of this polymorphic population. To animate machines, therefore, is not to "bring" life to a machine; rather it is to organize a population of machines in such a way that their interactive dynamic is "alive."[@cit0036]"

From Langton\'s[@cit0036] population-based proposition, I entrust Maturana and Varela\'s[@cit0041] theory of life and cognition as it factors in aggregate *populations*. In practice here, autopoietic components and unities fill the job Langton gave to aggregations. Once identified, component populations may be extrapolated from for attributes to "organize a population of machines"[@cit0036] (or rule-sets) composed through direct and/or technologically enhanced agent observation and prediction. To do this, mechanisms from autopoiesis involve *components, unities, domains, structural coupling*, *border creation,* and *operational closure.*[@cit0055] Concatenated, those workings are recursively generative within or around autopoietic-extended design\'s protocol fostering research and highlighting structural coupling of agents, technology/objects and nature.[@cit0029]

New conceptualizations of biochemical memory and plant intelligence[@cit0001] hint at sense-making options for bioremedial building infrastructure and architectural performance. I speculate that materials and agent populations conceptualized through autopoietic-extended design are to be recognized first in biology, then (via Turing), expressed as digital code amenable to bioprinting and machine fabrication not currently found in design fablabs, but existing in medical, laserjet-printed skin and 3D bioprinted organs, kidneys for example.[@cit0003]

In, [**Figure 1**](#f0001){ref-type="fig"} I have fabricated a demonstration model for which anticipatory and reactive botanic metabolism, intelligence, and morphology could be investigated to generate ideas, methodology, and prototypes as components for intelligent buildings. This is the heart of the autopoietic-extended design protocol --- the integration of smart, non-polluting, bioreactive sensing and response in architecture. The model becomes a physical manifestation of the autopoietic-extended design scaffold that generated it. In this way, it carries embedded data as a cognitive-state object giving it potential to join next phase experiments. Figure 1.Shape-Shifting e-Tree. Dennis Dollens. Digitally hybridized tree simulation generated in Xfrog (L-systems), exported to Rhino, and built as an STL model. The structure tests computationally evolved tree branches intersecting each other to create an abstract, trusslike component, capable of varying degrees of environmentally responsive bending and twisting. Xfrog/Rhino/3DS Max.

As presented, the stereolithographic (STL) model was 3D printed from a file using L-systems[@cit0037] (Xfrog software) to digitally simulate tree branching by revisualizing and drastically manipulating phyllotaxis, parastichy, gravitropism, and phototropism. The model\'s branching then displays alternative anatomical performance delivered in mutual self-bracing structures I call eTrees.

The eTrees\' differing configurations populate a new typology of trusslike, digitally simulated structures, matrices, substrates, and armatures. At present, the eTree exhibits a limited range of performative abilities such as flex, stretch, and twist intended (at the next stage), to engage *sensed* aerodynamic, seismic, and tropic input/output responses. The properties are clearly not foreign to plants or animals, but animate sensing and responsiveness --- biointelligence and biomotor skills for buildings --- are only now coming into focus for the models. As the physical expressions of an idea, the STL armatures require astuteness --- self-maintaining abilities --- that include recognition and anticipation.[@cit0013]^,^[@cit0024]

To go beyond biomimetics and toward living, self-maintaining, sense-making organisms, is the goal. To do that, I contemplate replacing the current model\'s material with a living, 3D printable bioresin or, secondly, hybridizing a cellular-intelligent system into the current L-systems\' skeletal matrix. In, [**Figure 2**](#f0002){ref-type="fig"} the second option, involving a cellular-intelligent, membrane-clad structure is visualized with leaflike performance. These are working, concept models in primary stages of process/structure integration. For architectural tasks they initiate discussion and illustrate research direction --- predicated for example, on plant or bacterial sense-making and response. In a research practice the models necessitate fresh relationships through which design accesses new typologies not only redeploying life and intelligence[@cit0004] but begin an ontological protocol to deal with dwelling in an environmental crisis. Figure 2.L-Systems and Generative BioAlgorithmic Structure. BioTower. Dennis Dollens. Hypothetical performative leaf movement activated by metabolic controllers for plantlike filtration and sensor/monitor bioremedial systems. Multiple Xfrog-grown e-trees (bottom) illustrating, from left to right: 1) intersecting structural branching (truss), 2) housing for metabolic controllers (pods), 3) branching and pods, 4) leaves, and 5) assembled components. Xfrog/Rhino/3DS Max.

Evolving Autopoiesis {#s0005}
====================

Within this quest, it is useful to understand that autopoiesis evolves as life and intelligence expand and evolve. This process began almost immediately[@cit0065] (note 1) after publication in *Autopoiesis and Cognition: The Realization of the Living.*[@cit0041] Di Paolo[@cit0024] proposes that "the theory of autopoiesis in itself should be critically assessed and, if necessary, reinterpreted or extended."[@cit0025] And, it is Di Paolo\'s adaptations I trigger, in conjunction with those of Weber and Varela.[@cit0068] Once reinterpreted, autopoiesis (in relation to self-organization, adaptation, and extended cognition) helps order living properties for tactical observation of components essential in living organisms/environments. Relational living systems, comprised of or by *components*, *unities*, *structural coupling*, and *operational closure* then sustain autopoietic[@cit0041] domains to register member behavior appropriate to the construction of rule-sets.

Configured, autopoietic-extended design supports researchers by aiding ontological procedures to codify ways of being (goal-seeking behavior, identity generation, perception) biotechnologically engaging recognition, pairing, and prediction.[@cit0016] Recognition, pairing, prediction, with visualization consequently surrounds autopoietic components, unities, and domains as they engage and bond *agency + nature + technology*. Prediction, now driving segments of foresight and visualization in design is configured for autopoietic-extended design through procedures Clark[@cit0013] hypothesizes in extended cognition. In relation, I match Clark\'s[@cit0016] prediction to questions Di Paolo[@cit0026] forefronts when he asks "How can we invest artifacts with a... form of sense-making."[@cit0027] Significantly, Maturana and Varela[@cit0041] identified predictive mechanisms in play early on for autopoiesis: "A prediction is a statement of a case within a relational matrix; it is a cognitive statement, and as such it takes place within a descriptive domain. Thus, unless, mistakes are made, if all the relations that define the particular matrix within which the prediction is made are properly taken, the prediction is valid. Errors of interpretation may arise only by misapplication, that is, by pretending that the observer makes a prediction in one matrix when he is making it in another. In particular, predictions in the physical space are possible, because a description, as an actual behavior, exists in a matrix of interactions which (by constitution) has a logical matrix necessarily isomorphic with the substratum matrix within which it takes place, not because we have an absolute knowledge of the universe.[@cit0041]"

Metaphorically, autopoietic-extended design convenes a cognition-to-practice ecotone --- a domain hosting one-off forms/species of intelligence potentially nurturing evolution for a metabolic species of architecture existing nowhere else. Those cultivated requisites sustain designer/researcher subjectively deploying observation, search, monitoring, and identification in service to physical responses synchronized with environments, organisms, objects, data, and/or matter.[@cit0029] Animate properties, living organization, and morphology subsequently produce feedback for interpretation --- witnessed early on, for example, in Turing\'s research drawings. Today, those drawings ontologically illustrate thought evolved from observation to further understand/express intelligences found in nature and extend those findings to visualizations, code, and computer simulations[@cit0028] ([**Fig. 1**](#f0001){ref-type="fig"} **and** [**2**](#f0002){ref-type="fig"}).

Flower-to-Bee-to-Building {#s0006}
=========================

For an example of data transference, Dominic Clarke *et al*.[@cit0017] have identified, "floral electrical-fields" used by bees and flowers to communicate. Their research, announced in *Science,*[@cit0017] documents localized interspecies messaging with chemical and electrical signals and complements other research in plant signaling and behavior.[@cit0009] While years away from practical development, animal/plant signal decoding and biochemical plant memory,[@cit0004] --- do, *here-and-now,* illustrate experimental routes compatible with technology, computation, and bioremediation.

Plant signaling[@cit0017] and modes of biochemical communication and memory researched by Baluška and Mancurso,[@cit0004] Brenner *et al.*,[@cit0009] Gagliano *et al*.,[@cit0030] Mousavi *et al*.,[@cit0040] and Trewavas[@cit0056] are also channels for studying and adapting intelligence sequestered in plant/bacteria sensing, signaling, and performance.[@cit0004] For design research, plant sensing/signaling opens envisioning consistent with AI and metabolic (but not brain-based) intelligence, discussed here as it edges toward bioresponsive buildings.[@cit0005] --- How, you may wonder?

Clarke *et al.\'s*[@cit0017] *bee-to-flower/flower-to-bee* signaling is a case-in-point. The team\'s research could be narrated as: cognitive social organism (bee), communicates with animate (but differently or non-human) intelligent plant/animal. Here, intelligence in plants is defined by Brenner *et al*.[@cit0009] as "an intrinsic ability to process information from both abiotic and biotic stimuli that allows optimal decisions about future activities in a given environment." Similarly, Anthony Trewavas wrote the hallmark of plant intelligence is "variable growth and development in the lifetime of the individual...\[requiring an\] organism able to compute and the right environmental circumstances to elicit that computation."[@cit0056]

The *bee-to-flower* narrative could be rewritten with a building occupying the role of the flower and programmed agents --- *animats*, biorobots, or biomaterial agents standing in the role of the bees. In this scenario, with a building as living organisms, we may contemplate a near-field (NFC) communications network with biochemical/electrochemical receptors/actuators incorporating intelligence and goals that position architecture as a subset of extended phenotypes.[@cit0020] Hereby, autopoietic-extended design emerges as a scaffold and protocol for research. Such a scenario opens theoretical as well as bioremedial performance to integrate ecology and plant intelligence with systems, communication, technology, and nature.[@cit0014]

Intelligent Objects, Extracranial Environment, Extended Phenotypes {#s0007}
==================================================================

Chris Gosden set an adaptive course in the context of archeology when he wrote: "the house is an intelligent object."[@cit0033] As a synonym for architecture, I evolve the designation of *house* as intelligent. By extending his proto-autopoietic insight to dwelling/shelter/house/tool I identify future buildings as candidates for *construction behavior* partnered by intelligences[@cit0036] and biotechnologically coupled *with* nature, (or even *as*), organisms.[@cit0025] Gosden\'s assertion does not cite autopoiesis, but it references extended cognition in the framework of "*The Cognitive Life of Things: Recasting the Boundaries of Mind*"[@cit0033] to which Clark also contributed. From Gosden\'s text, a house/dwelling is a cognitive-state object participating here within the boundaries of autopoiesis as an extended phenotype.[@cit0020] Mike Hansell, calling to account "all construction behavior,"[@cit0034] opens a conceptual conduit to extended phenotypes in *Animal Architecture*: "... different senses in which the term tool is applied in human and animal biology, makes a distinction which incidentally but rightly includes all construction behavior. The distinction is between constructions that conform to the Dawkins (1982) concept of extended phenotype (a product of the animal\'s genotype, externally expressed), and those that result from a mental plan.[@cit0034]"

Hansell makes a further important point since "genotype, externally expressed," by necessity (to at least some degree), involves "a mental plan"[@cit0034] guiding agency, construction behavior, material, and site/environment implementation. Still, in a recent email exchange Hansell stressed "that, whereas the concept of extended phenotypes has a relevance to discussions on human constructions, that relevance needs to be heavily quailfied."[@cit0034]^a^

Gosden argued that extended cognition was receptive to intelligence arising in things and objects: "Current attempts to rethink mind have extended the spatial metaphor, so that intelligence arises in and through things as well as people.... These ideas see mind as not located in our heads, but something which comes about through the interactions of the whole human organism with its world, so that intelligence resides in action as much as thought and in the social use people make of the object world.[@cit0033]"

Thinking "the house is an intelligent object,"[@cit0033] in relation to generative architecture and plant sense-making, I contemplate differently hybridizing matter and intelligence for eventual material/building resolution. This controversial proposition requires additional research and specialized categorization of electrochemical, biochemical, and phenomenology of mind, memory, and intelligence as elemental forces of nature on the order argued by Thomas Nagel in *Mind and Cosmos*.[@cit0047] Nagel\'s view of thought/intelligence, phenomenologically conceived as a force of nature, seems to me an enabling view tacitly backing research into plant sense-making as parallel, perhaps equivalent, to neurologically enabled intelligence. To this point: Stefano Mancuso was quoted in a *New Yorker* profile titled "Plant Intelligence"[@cit0048] saying "neurons perhaps are overrated\.... They\'re really just excitable cells."

In the framework of biological research considering *sensory ecology*, signaling, biosemiotics, cognition, and plant neurobiology,[@cit0048] I detect an opportunity to conjure dialectical propositions of intelligence(s)-in-the-environment[@cit0047] suggesting new paradigms of architecture, technology, science, and nature without dualistic interference. What I mean by working propositions are conceptualizations, experiments, and models participating in translated sense-making from biological sensors, communicators, and actuators setting off biological responses in a species of architectural intelligence.[@cit0064] At the far end of such a research spectrum, translating sense-making to buildings, will likely result in some of these processes entering the realm of living technology[@cit0005] "where a living system is also potentially a sense-maker."[@cit0027] And, from living technology[@cit0005] I want to call attention to Leroy Cronin\'s ongoing (and I believe compatible) protocell research where: "Buildings would have a cellular structure with living inorganic components that would allow the entire structure to self-repair, to sense environmental changes, establish a central nervous system, and even use the environment to sequester water, develop solar energy systems, and regulate the atmosphere.[@cit0019]"

For autopoietic-extended design, functions understood as sensed and bioresponsive might include networked communications, channeled photosynthesis, organic (water/air/noise/light) filtration, aerodynamic shape shifting, resource management, urban signaling, and toxic biochemical cleanup; tasks responsible beyond today\'s appliqué of greenwalls and greenroofs. And, for clarity, I\'m not talking about buildings that look like plants or trees, I contemplate buildings ([**Fig. 1**](#f0001){ref-type="fig"} **and** [**2**](#f0002){ref-type="fig"}) that mobilize and metabolize responses to their environment that *live* like plants, trees, or bacteria.

Biologically re-coding buildings from within nature, *as part of nature ---* autopoiesis, extended cognition, and metabolic performance signals drive, action, response functions to prototype into living structures. Intelligence as sense-making hybridized in materials and structures mingles nature and buildings when envisioned as physiological and environmental monitors programmed to remediate toxins. I point out that monitor/mediator roles are native for many biochemical plant processes. Observed plant/organism responses may then result in materials and structures that inform building performance with native plant logic.[@cit0064] That logic, identified by first consulting plant signaling and behavior as data, is similar to Turing\'s botanic and embryological decoding for biosimulations.[@cit0057] Hansell[@cit0034] (above) and Clark[@cit0013] (below) chart related aspects of cognition-to-nature-to-technology that interface designer agency with nature. I have followed their work to substantially --- but nowhere near exclusively --- conceptualize and visualize tools, plans, materials, actions, *and* metabolic architectures as extended phenotypes, keeping in mind: "\[The\] power and beauty of the brain\'s role is that it acts as a mediating factor in a variety of complex and iterated processes which continually loop between brain, body, and technological environment. And it is this larger system which solves... problem\[s\]. We thus confront the cognitive equivalent of Dawkins\'s (1982) vision of the extended phenotype.[@cit0013]"

Through the above "mediating factor,"[@cit0013] Clark looks to environments and objects as co-participants in thinking and doing --- what I\'ve called cognitive-state objects.[@cit0029] Thereby, he allows for distributed (in the manner of Langton above) environmental intelligence to validate pedagogical sets of rules guiding in-field observation and research.

Machinic Phylum holds the Conclusion {#s0008}
====================================

Design equations, arising through autopoiesis,[@cit0041] living technology,[@cit0005] and sense-making,[@cit0024] do not challenge or mimic human intelligence --- however, they overwrite Maturana and Varela\'s[@cit0041] denial of teleology in autopoiesis. As adaptive,[@cit0024] teleology, enables biological urges, drive, habits, responses, and decisions[@cit0002] --- it is therefore considered here "grounding teleology,"[@cit0027] --- a driving force in metabolic systems. Di Paolo[@cit0027] has herewith outlined a startling potential: "\[N\]ew lifeforms may relate to the metabolic substrate and other lifeforms in a variety of ways, calling for a veritable topology of processes of identity generation (intersecting, embedded, hierarchical, shared, etc.). It is also an open possibility that the dependence on a form of life so much modifies the basic autonomy of metabolism that the higher identity essentially intervenes in the very condition of operational closure of autopoiesis.[@cit0027]"

It will probably not come as a surprise that I imagine Di Paolo\'s "new lifeforms"[@cit0027] to include bioremediating architecture. In this framework, and with human constructions including architectures classified as extended pheno- types,[@cit0020] intelligent architectures are ultimately and only ecologically resolvable in an equation such as:

architecture=nature

To this end, I locate Di Paolo\'s definition of cognition --- subjectively "brought forth"[@cit0025] or constructed --- as compatible with metabolic architectural potential: "... an embodied engagement in which the world is brought forth by the coherent activity of a cognizer in its environment.... this engagement involves the structuring of the immediate milieu with the consequent building of regularities, which feed back to the organism itself.[@cit0025]"

Di Paolo\'s idea of "embodied engagement" is utilized for architecture, so that, through autopoietic-extended design, the "cognizer" will be a structure, material, object, building, or society of buildings based outside of human thinking, yet modeled on, and incorporating, biological intelligence.

I figure, that in an age where machines have drifted[@cit0042] toward artificial life[@cit0005] and have begun to learn and modify themselves and their networks (e.g. neuromorphic chips[@cit0039]), that research and pedagogical scaffolding extending ideas of life and cognition be adopted. Such a scaffold needs to brace research between science, philosophy, and technology for contingent metabolic architectures. Unfolding intelligent architecture from sense-making in bacteria or plants --- for example, within Clark\'s[@cit0013] powerful siting of cognition partially taking place "out of our brains" --- is a shift countering dualism.[@cit0032] The opposition corrects what Thompson described as, "the dualistic separation of consciousness and life \[that\] makes it impossible to understand coconsciousness in its basic form ..."[@cit0055] But, furthermore, by implication, dualistic separations perpetuate the impossibility of considering plants as intelligent at all.

Before closing, I reference Deleuze and Guattari\'s notion of *machinic phylum.*[@cit0022] Machinic phylum, configured as a toolbox housing intelligence, morphology, and metabolism provisions retooling and then reorienting the trail left by Turing\'s universal machines,[@cit0057] algorithms/drawings,[@cit0028] and reaction-diffusion equations and simulations.[@cit0059] Deleuze and Guattari write: "... the *machinic phylum* is materiality, natural or artificial, and both simultaneously; it is matter in movement, in flux, in variation, matter as conveyor of singularities and traits of expression.[@cit0022]"

De Landa sees it as an: "... abstract reservoir of machinelike solutions, common to physical systems diverse as clouds, flames, rivers and even the phylogenetic lineages of living creatures... called the "machinic phylum" --- a term that would indicate how nonlinear flows of matter and energy spontaneously generate machinelike assemblages.[@cit0021]"

Elsewhere I discuss the machinic phylum accommodating organisms and varieties of intelligence and sense-making.[@cit0029] Here I stress that the analogy between Turing\'s, *can machines think?* and my, *can buildings think?* requires that they be considered parallel. Both questions are occupants in human-built domains as thoughts --- cognitive and/or linguistic extensions leading to physical sheltering tools (huts-to-buildings for example) that ultimately transforms (if nothing more than conceptually at first) nature from a domain of raw materials to a participatory domain of intelligence. In that domain of intelligence architecture and technology are manifested as qualified, atypical,[@cit0034]^a^ extended phenotypes.[@cit0020]^a,^[@cit0061]

By referencing a machinic phylum housing "machinelike assemblages"[@cit0021] (buildings) on the way to metabolic intelligence, we acknowledge a category in nature different from machines such as self-driving cars or attack drones. Neither self-driving cars nor drones strive toward synthesis with nature or bioremedial autonomy. It then seems to me, we may contemplate our largest built machines (architectures) in Canguilhem\'s words as "an explainable fact of nature"[@cit0011] moving toward explanations found in extended phenotypes and metabolic integration with nature to ask: can buildings think? From that query, a protocol is evolving we as animals build, extending our thoughts as inseparable from nature.[@cit0013]^,^[@cit0024]^,^[@cit0068] This autopoietic-extended design context of theory, technology, biology, and agency therein sets up 2 dialectical stages where: "**Stage 1)** Establishes processes for identifying and then translating metabolic and intelligent functions from nature in order to replicate desirable traits as elements of generative computational-to-bioperformative architecture. (How the building should act, what it should do.) At this stage, decisions are made concerning how, why, and in what configuration, AI,[@cit0036] synthetic biology,[@cit0067] plant signaling,[@cit0004] and/or living technology[@cit0005] will be introduced into research and development." "**Stage 2)** Positions generative architecture in a research/education context around autopoiesis, extended cognition, technology, algorithmic computation, and biological systems related through Turing\'s morphogenetic drawings,[@cit0059] digital simulations,[@cit0060] and computational programming. This lineage is then foundational for implementing and prototyping ideas and processes (Stage 1) as theory, models, materials, and simulations."

Coordinating stages 1 and 2 is an exercise in hybridizing biological theory,[@cit0041] cognitive science,[@cit0014] and holdings in autopoietic-extended design\'s machinic phylum.[@cit0021] Once established, the dialectical interface aids orienting research and extending morphology, metabolism, and biology as components of generative architecture. In this scenario, architecture is argued as a human extended phenotype[@cit0020]^a^ with the understanding that technology represented, for example, by AI and sensors, is approaching a point to be matched or bypassed for use in experimental technology and architecture by animate, sense-making organisms currently researched and theorized via plant intelligence, signaling, and behavior.[@cit0004]
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1\. Even when conflicting publication dates suggest otherwise, the English-language publication of *Autopoiesis and Cognition: The Realization of the Living* is the version of record. Maturana and Varela\'s original only found a publisher 7-years after the publication in Chile of Carmen Cienfuegos\'s 1973 Spanish-language translation, *De Máquinas y Seres Vivos: Una teoría de al organizatión biológica*.[@cit0065]
